NACE International Institute Contractor Accreditation Program

The industrydriven program for
coatings contractor
accreditation.
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What is NIICAP?
The NACE International Institute Contractor Accreditation
Program (NIICAP) is a premier, industry-designed and managed
accreditation program that provides accreditation for contractors
who achieve professional project management and project
performance in the surface preparation and coating or lining
application industry. With this comprehensive and innovative
program, coatings contractors in the industrial, marine, water and
wastewater industries, as well as the asset owners who seek to
hire them, now have a transparent, customer-driven accreditation
for improving product and service quality, extending asset life and
performance, enhancing best practices, mitigating business and
health, safety and environmental risks, and marketing themselves
against competitors.

The Benefits of Accreditation

NIICAP-accredited contractor companies enjoy these benefits
and more:
• Increased credibility, recognition, and respect in the field
• Distinction as a premier coatings contractor to asset owners
• Expanded opportunity for project prequalification and
organizational success
• Distinction as an industry leader with the highest commitment
to quality processes and business practices

Best Practices
NIICAP accreditation signifies that coating contractors have a
formal, audited system in place to verify employee proficiencies
and project methods. Coating contractors and the owners that
hire them can have confidence that accredited contractors are
operated according to industry-best practice standards.

The benefits of NIICAP accreditation are unparalleled. Accredited
contractors distinguish themselves as elite coatings applicators by
demonstrating the highest levels of fundamental and specialized
knowledge, product and service quality, and organizational
structure and support. Accredited contractors gain the ability
to market themselves to owners and specifiers who seek to
prequalify and hire only the industry’s best professionals.

Quality

Asset owners that choose NIICAP-accredited coating contractors
can be confident they are better protected by hiring contractors
fully accredited in industry-best practices according to the highest
standards of corrosion control. This results in valuable efficiencies
and savings in time, money, and manpower associated with
protecting the world’s infrastructure and large industrial and
marine assets from the effects of corrosion.

Competitive Advantage

The standards of quality behind NIICAP accreditation carry the
weight of the world leader in corrosion control. Contractors who
earn the NIICAP seal meet predefined industry requirements for
coating and lining applications, follow predetermined preparation
and application processes, and maintain and foster continual
improvement processes.

In today’s increasingly competitive marketplace, you will be
distinguished as a coatings contractor that has the personnel,
procedures, resources, project history and financial stability
to bring a professional quality management system to your
coating and lining application projects and discrepancy solution
activities. Your customers and potential customers can have
greater assurance in your abilities, trusting that your products and
services are provided under a quality system that is consistent
with the best practices for coatings and linings professionals.

Risk Reduction

How Does the Process Work?

Accreditation reduces risk by ensuring that the correct
questions have been asked, and the correct reviews have
been accomplished to show consistent, competent project
performance.

NIICAP accreditation is rigorous but attainable. The program
standards and processes required for NIICAP accreditation have
been carefully vetted by owners, contractors, and government
representatives across the industry, ensuring the program remains
relevant and practical.

Save Money
Coating contractors who earn the NIICAP seal can save valuable
time, money and manpower associated with proving compliance
with quality processes by meeting the project requirements
the first time. With the NACE International Institute Contractor
Accreditation Program validating your management and work
practices, you have the assurance that your business practices,
personnel and equipment availability, company history, and
training are meeting or exceeding the most effective and
efficient practices in the industry. And in today’s competitive
industrial service sector, improving quality means improving
the bottom line.

Differentiate Yourself from the Competition
Coating contractors who earn accreditation under the program’s
high industry-driven standards make a powerful statement about
their commitment to professionalism, quality programs and
continual improvement. Contractors that earn accreditation have
fulfilled rigorous, third-party reviews of project and application
practices, as well as corporate and back-office documentation and
procedures. Will your competitors be able to say the same?

Grow Your Business
As a NIICAP accredited coatings and linings contractor, you will
have access to a broader and deeper universe of project work.
As more and more asset owners specify NIICAP to prequalify
contractors, your opportunities to bid on work will increase as
your competition decreases.

Three Steps to Accreditation
1. Submit the application. Coating contractors apply for
accreditation using a comprehensive, in-depth application
to introduce their business, processes and work history. The
application is clear and concise but detailed enough to ensure
only coating contractors with successful work histories and
sufficient time in operation need apply.
2. Participate in an on-site audit. The in-depth audit will
include a thorough assessment of the contractor’s business and
administrative practices as well as practices in the field or the
shop. A NIICAP auditor will arrive at the contractor’s business
location or project site location to audit quality processes,
observe performance and assess capabilities.
3. Receive and address results. Contractors will receive written
results within 21 days. Applicants that attain accreditation
immediately earn the ability to use the NIICAP seal and market
their organizations accordingly. Applicants that do not attain
accreditation will receive clearly stated reasons for the decision
and have the ability to correct the deficiencies, appeal the
results, or reapply at a later date.

Get Started
To learn more about NIICAP,
please visit www.niicap.net
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